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Epilogue. . 
Improvisationss on a theme: the research as bridge 
buildingg in a conflict-ridden environment 

Fromm the start of this book it has been made clear that, as researcher, I did and do not 
claimm to be distanced, objective and neutral, especially not because 'in times of 
heightenedd group antagonism, there is littl e room for neutrality' (Glazer in Sluka 
1995).. Similarly, in the words of Peter Kloos 'in situations of open conflict, where 
knowledgee is used as weapon, the researcher does not have the choice between 
partialityy and non-partiality, but the choice between partiality and - for the given 
situationn - useless research' (Kloos 1987). Although Kloos was referring particularly to 
warr and armed conflict situations, I have taken this notion as a guiding principle from 
thee start, not only because I knew impartiality was impossible, nor because of my 
'professionall  sympathy' for rainforest protection and pro-small-farmer ecologist action, 
butt above all because of the deaths of four ecologists that made the conflict very 
painfull  for the research population post-hoc. I briefly mentioned the issue of my 
involvementt in chapter one. This epilogue deals in more detail with the issues of 
involvement,, perceived risk and fear (my own and my respondents') and the related 
dilemmass I had to face during my fieldwork. These were important for the data 
collectionn and therefore merit some attention in hindsight in this work. For a long 
time,, I did not think of writing this epilogue because I regarded the fear during my 
fieldworkk as quite trivial and perhaps only based on imagined risks compared to those 
workingg under circumstances that were much more violent. However, large or small, 
reall  or perceived, danger is a methodological issue in its own right (Sluka 1995:285) 
andd I was certainly not the only one who sensed it. 

Deathh on their heels 

Iff  Maria del Mar Cordero and Oscar Fallas had not been killed, I probably would not 
havee done this research at all. It was, after all, precisely their deaths that made me go 
backk to the Peninsula to talk to the activists there and only then was the idea of the PhD 
projectt born. When they met me, in 1994, they tried to convince me of their case, 
probablyy seeing me as a useful connection to the Dutch donor community. As I 
understoodd from confessions of others later, they were surprised by my initial 
scepticismm about the value of their work. However, Maria del Mar's insistence and 
providencee meant she convinced me to visit and inspired me by making me talk to the 
protesterss during the party. She also gave me a pile of newspaper articles about the 
campaignn before I left, not knowing our paths would not cross again, and that her death 
wass imminent. 
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Whenn I first came back to talk to the protesters in Osa in 1995 and 1996, I felt I first 
hadd to give them an opportunity to express their emotions. I sometimes acted like a 
sociall  worker when they sat with me in silence or in agony instead, or when I listened 
too emotional narratives of their friendship with Oscar and Maria del Mar. Many of the 
intervieweess had doubts about the ecologists' deaths . What was the reason for the lack 
off  official support for in-depth research into their deaths, while everybody in the 
Peninsulaa was convinced it was murder? Who would have been able to hire such 
professionall  murderers that no trace of a crime could be found? Had the ecologists not 
beenn receiving death threats by phone? Had the axles of their car wheels not been 
loosenedd several times? Had Maria not told her intimate friends she was being 
followedd in the last month before her death? Even though I always tried to make clear 
explicitlyy that the issue was not my research topic at all, I heard stories about company 
connectionss with the Nicaraguan and Italian mafia, about the violent behaviour of the 
familyy of the ex-director of the company, stories about Maria and Oscar being close to 
uncoveringg evidence of municipal corruption and drug trafficking in the Peninsula, 
storiess about strange connections between land speculations around Punta Estrella and 
interestss in drug and wood traffic, stories about interests of the country's president in 
thee area and his violent antecedents. What of all this was I to believe? I did not ask any 
furtherr questions and explained that 1 wanted to focus on AECO's work and not on 
unravellingg the causes of their deaths. However, during the first two field work periods, 
inn particular, the doubts and the fears were always present, if not in my own mind, than 
inn the eyes and the words of my interviewees. I have already mentioned a 'latent phase' 
off  the movement, because I noticed the set-back in motivation and strategy and the 
conflictss within the movement after the campaign. I was convinced of the fact that the 
lackk of new common ground, new leadership and the well-known effects of 
institutionalizationn accounted for the less overt and powerful state of the movement, 
locallyy and nationally. But in addition to that, sorrow and fear must have played a role, 
especiallyy just after the deaths, despite the fact that AECO kept on working and kept on 
preparingg and carrying out campaigns in honour to their friends and the people they 
(had)) worked with. The work continued even after another campaign leader, David 
Maradiaga,, died in strange circumstances in 1995. He was found in front of the offices 
off  Ston Forestal in San José. It was not a situation of open conflict any more, but in 
Osaa the campaign had had a polarising effect which simmered under the surface after 
thee campaign had ended and it was intensified after the ecologists died. The fear and 
thee speculations about the ecologists' deaths also had a repressive effect on my 
perceivedd room for manoeuvre as a researcher. 

Forr example, could I interview those who leased their lands to the company 
withoutt courting danger? Had the company, that had invested a lot in its PR after their 
considerablee loss of image in the region, and all those actors connected to their 
operations,, not have become too paranoid? During a trip to interview families involved 
inn this way, I found the axes of my motorbike had been loosened. As a result I almost 
hadd had an accident going down a steep slope. It was then that I decided not to make 
anyy structural efforts to conduct larger-scale interviews of these people. I also did not 
wantt to involve any assistant in this because I would have had to bear at least part of 
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thee responsibility for his or her security. It may have been the bad road and the worn 
outt state of my motorbike that loosened the axes, but I decided it was best to 
concentratee on the core of the research question: the past, a conflict that had been 
'resolved'.. Even then, however, it may have been the case that the company and their 
sympathizerss were not interested in having exposed their entrepreneurial, political and 
legall  flaws that surfaced during the Ston Forestal story. 

Ass revealed before, I went back to the Peninsula to talk about the shock of the 
ecologists'' deaths. Having become involved in the case this way, I could not regard 
Stonee Container Corporation and their related (economic and political) 'stakeholders' 
ass just actors like so many others, especially not after hearing about the anonymous 
threatss the ecologists had received before their death. The bird's eye view of the 
companyy as a struggling actor on the global scene, as detailed in chapter one, would 
havee been unthinkable during the first year. As a researcher in this case I could not be 
ann innocent actor as well. It was not sufficient to take into account my own thoughts 
aboutt the deaths, which did not focus that much on the company . Instead, during 
interviewss I had to take account of people's fears and suspicions towards the company, 
otherss and me. I felt an invisible sword of Damocles hanging above my work all the 
time,, the idea that one really wrong move would result in me having to leave the area 
andd my work. This was especially so when I started to do the first preliminary research 
inn 1995. I felt I had to walk through a discursive field of land mines, especially when 
interviewingg new and unknown actors. During various field work periods I managed to 
gatherr sufficient pieces of the jigsaw puzzle I wanted to reconstruct, but sometimes I 
madee mistakes when, by avoiding one virtual mine, I came too close to another one. 

Inn fact, under these circumstances, I was trying to create, defend and utilize my 
'researchh space' with the same five types of building blocks I have been discussing in 
thiss book all along. The only way - I felt - to collect my pieces of the jigsaw puzzle in 
thee polarized environment which the conflict over Stone Container and the ecologists' 
deathss had created, was to clearly identify myself with the collective that had been 
opposingg the industrial project, to frame my mission to each of the people interviewed 
ass strategically as possible, to develop the right network to be able to collect my 
knowledgee and create some kind of a safe environment and - of course - to use and 
createe the right 'research opportunities' for my study to succeed. In a process of ups 
andd downs , by confronting deadlocks and marvellous opportunities alike, I tried to 
buildd a bridge between my aspirations and a successful result using these same five 
elements.. I have discussed my actions and my networking in the book before. Here, I 
wil ll  discuss the way in which I strategically framed my research goals and tried to 
meldd my presented identity with the people interviewed and the impacts this had on my 
researchh opportunities and myself. I explicitly call this epilogue improvisations on a 
themee because applying the building blocks to an individual researcher instead of a 
collectivee means the purpose and meaning of networking, identity formation and 
collectivee actions are quite different. However, applying it to my own case provided 
mee with insights I feel may be useful to share. 
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Strategicc framings of a study. 

Framingg my research mission and process was - and remained - a delicate matter. It 
wass a matter of constant adaptation, judging, anticipating, informing myself about the 
cross-linkss between different sources and writing down and memorizing how the 
interviewss worked and what the 'identity of self-introduction' was that I had chosen. I 
didd not have a clear institutional affiliation in Costa Rica, which meant I was quite 
independentt but also unprotected. To the protesters who had clearly been on AECO's 
side,, explaining that I was trying to save the story of the campaign and unravel the 
mechanismss of the conflict and coalition building was often enough. Clear 
identificationn with the campaign was the strategy here. With people whose 
identificationn and conviction I could not immediately perceive, with other land users in 
Osa,, scientists and politicians, the framing orientation I utilized was the fact I was 
interestedd in issues of sustainable forestry and land use and if I felt safe enough -
conflictss over this land use, such as the one concerning Stone Containers investments, 
andd their resolution. This, of course was only a part of my professional identification. 
Often,, when employing this neutrality frame, just mentioning the Ston Forestal conflict 
closedd doors immediately, interviewees half shut their eyes , their sentences became 
veryy vague and I felt I was being scrutinized. In one such case an important interviewee 
kneww in advance that I was closely involved with the ecologists and because of that, 
myy neutrality frame provoked a closure of this research opportunity instead of opening 
itt up: he started actively to avoid me. At times, when I felt it opportune, I did use direct 
confrontations,, such as: 'I am reconstructing the Stone Container campaign. Many 
peoplee are afraid to tell me what they know and think. How about you?1. Once, it 
provokedd a politician to spend many hours sharing his information and thoughts with 
me.. Still, on most occasions, it was better to refer vaguely to the conflict during an 
intervieww and - should the interviewee start referring to issues- to jump on the 
bandwagonn 'haphazardly' and jump off in time, even when I was tempted to push and 
pulll  further. This must also have led to me missing many fine details in my attempt not 
too lose out. However, during the many lunches, when waiting for the bus or when 
drinkingg in a local 'soda' I heard very interesting facts and remarks about the conflict 
inn an informal and haphazard manner. Such processes came about because I carried out 
twoo years of fieldwork spread over various periods and spent a large part of it living in 
thee Osa Peninsula. 

Thee neutrality frame, derived from the master frame of (forestry and) 
sustainablee development was unavoidable in order to get my foot into the offices of 
Stonn Forestal, and later Stone Container. During the first visit I obtained some 
documentation.. This proved to be one of the few opportunities to do so. I developed 
goodd contacts with one of Stone's new employees at the headquarters in San José, who 
hadd been involved in the conflict as a negotiator before and was increasingly interested 
inn talking about the political process of 'conflict resolution'. The other contacts in Osa 
andd in Chicago were not very long term. When Stone Containers Senior Vice President 
inn Chicago noticed after an hour that I knew a lot about the conflict, he told me, 'You 
knoww a hell of a lot more than you're revealing don't yout?'. Even though I believed I 
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hadd gathered some excellent interview material by then, and had had my answer ready, 
itt left me uneasy. 

Whenn I went back to The Osa Peninsula I felt threatened when an official from 
thee company visited me in my house in Osa without any obvious reason, while some of 
hiss colleagues, from Costa Rica and the US, were waiting in a car parked almost out of 
sight.. This made me decide to hide all my materials in another place in San José and 
nott come back for some time. Fear had always been present and some kind of danger 
hadd always seemed to be possible from undefined quarters. However, by then it had 
becomee a real issue and I noticed I started to push and pull my project to an end. The 
'strategicc neutrality' had its limitations and may have even caused more suspicion than 
necessaryy in my contacts some of the best informed interviewees. In the end, I was not 
tryingg to write a black book about the company or any body else, but just tell and 
analyzee the story! Was this not going to be a self-fulfilling prophecy? During the last 
fieldworkk period 1998/1999, I therefore told more people in the Osa Peninsula what I 
wass trying to do exactly. Most of the local activists already knew this from the start, 
butt I informed others whom I had interviewed that I was going to write a book about 
thee campaign. The idea was also not to surprise people when Guerreros del Golfo 
Dulce,Dulce, my Costa Rican book was published a couple of months later. 

Meldingg my identity 

Itt was quite clear from the start which 'collective' I could identify with. I was able to 
enterr the protest community easily because I was a social forester, having focused on 
smalll  fanners' development problems for years, and an environmentalist, with a special 
interestt in the tropical rainforests, as well as a social researcher interested in questions 
off  gender and power over natural resources. Last but not least, I had been invited and 
introducedd and inspired by ecologists in Costa Rica to start my research in the first 
place.. I am convinced that I would never have obtained the rich material from inside 
thee local movement if I had not made it clear to those involved from the start that I was 
'onn their side'. It would not have worked if I had presented myself to them as a 
'detached',, 'neutral' academic researcher. I could never have gained confidential 
relationshipss with all sides, even if no black and white situation existed. This was not 
onlyy because of the intense grief and anger that had resulted from the death of Maria 
dell  Mar, Oscar and their colleagues among the people in the Osa Peninsula and San 
José,, and the suspicion towards the industrial 'gremium' that had skyrocketed because 
off  it. Instead, I also had to reckon with the fact academics were considered - by many 
intervieweess - to be people that only collect knowledge and never deliver anything in 
return,, 'what are you going to do with our knowledge, our story?' they asked me. I 
showedd them I wanted to offer a tool for reflection to be of use to the ecologist 
movement,, during discussions and by writing on the case. It was not only my own 
convictionn about sharing knowledge and the idea that the research, just like the 
campaign,, should be grounded in local problems and perceptions of solutions, but also 
thee expressed interest in the research results of my most important interviewees that 
madee me finish the Spanish book about the campaign in 1999. Despite the fact that the 
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sensitivee situation made it difficult for me to obtain extensive information from 
politicallyy important transnational ecologist campaigners, 1 was able to gain quite a lot 
off  information from within the movement. The fact that I consciously chose to get 
closerr to the environmental activists was clearly perceptible to the outside world and 
thiss made some people regard me as a radical journalist, researcher or activist, trying to 
shedd light on the murders or write a black book about the company. I repeatedly 
explainedd that this was not my intension, but doubts must have persisted and this meant 
II  had to be careful as may have become clear from the above. 

Doubtss were also present within the protesting community. An issue here is the 
respondents'' fear of me as a researcher who would write about the case. Having first 
insistedd on the necessity that university writers provide the information they acquire in 
Spanishh and in a readable form, some activists in the Peninsula felt uneasy when they 
realizedd I was really going to take this plan forward. Working my way up and sideways 
fromm the core of activists into the national, international and wider regional arenas I 
tookk more distance, step by step, in order to acquire a proper overview of the history 
andd understand the various actors in the conflict. This made some of the protesters feel 
11 might write about them very critically and disrespectfully and might steal and perhaps 
demythologizee THEIR story of heroic victory. This was when I clearly felt some of 
themm kept information from me, for example by not telling me about certain meetings 
thatt were going to take place. 

AECOO had an image to lose as well by me writing about their history, the 
campaignn being an epic of David and Goliath, a story of heroism and pursuit of justice 
aboutt which they, of course, knew it had not all been ideal. Because I had known them 
fromm the start, and my identity to them was quite clear, my introduction took place 
withoutt problems and in the first phases the contacts were warm. All the time I could 
wanderr in and out and have access to their files. I did not take the files home, 
especiallyy not the correspondence between the national and international co-ordinators 
andd organizations, because I knew this information was rich, unique and revealing and 
II  did not want to risk it being lost in a copy shop or taxi. I did not inform AECO about 
everyy detail of my research and explicitly did not seek their approval for my exact 
methodologyy and questions. They however saw me spelling out the campaign 
correspondencee in their office for days. When I came back from a long visit to the 
Peninsulaa I found out that the file containing correspondence which I was halfway 
through,, had gone. The boy who looked after the documentation had 'cleaned up' the 
archivess and he explained that the whole pile had been thrown out of the office as 
wastee paper. This was cynical ... I thought immediately I was the only one who still 
caredd about the work of Oscar and Maria, reconstructing the campaign and its elements 
off  success and failure. The two AECO officers who were present reacted very distantly 
too my expressions of sadness and anger. I felt by then they wanted to make it clear to 
mee that I did not have the right to claim the history of this case and even less to accuse 
themm of doing what they pleased with their own information. I did not allow the idea 
thatt they distrusted me to take hold until I left the office. I stayed away from the office 
forr more than a month. I reflected upon how my identification with the late ecologists, 
thee case and the research process had become almost fanatical and decided I should 
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takee a step back. It may have been the case that the file was taken out deliberately, after 
alll  I could well understand this and AECO indeed had all the right to do so. But the 
mostt probable scenario was, in retrospective, that some of those who decided to clean 
upp the office did not pay attention, did not see the value of the correspondence and of 
myy work, work which was going on for so long and would probably, as most university 
studies,, never come out in a form that was useful to them. They had probably already 
lostt interest in the details of the case having framed and internalised it, each in their 
ownn way. Recently I had also been working too secretly for them to understand what I 
wass doing. The fact that I was deciding all my research steps alone without giving 
themm an insight had taken its toll. My identification, however strong it was, had 
becomee too invisible. When the new AECO leaders explained to me later that it had 
nothingg to do with distrust and the loss had just been a mistake, I had still learnt a 
lesson.. I also learnt that part of my emotional involvement was due to a certain 
perceptionn of guilt and an unspoken question always on my mind: why did these 
peoplee have to die? With the loss of the correspondence file I also felt I had to let go of 
thatt part of my eagerness and get on with a tough PhD job to be done. 

Comingg home. 

II  returned to the AECO office with a different attitude: distanced but open and correct. 
II  tried to explain my worries and why I had been reacting so strongly and then 
continuedd working with the rest of the files explaining all of my steps as I did so. When 
myy book Guerreros del Golfo Dulce appeared in 1999, various members of AECO 
respondedd with surprise, emotion and thanks. Reading about what happened during the 
campaign,, some said, brought back memories they had locked away to avoid the pain 
off  the loss of their colleagues and friends. Having informed most people in the course 
off  time, I organized a public presentation of the book in Puerto Jimenez, presented it to 
moree than 100 people in San José and was asked to appear on radio and television to 
talkk about my book during prime time. Some said that during the discussion of the 
bookk in San José, the energy in the room, where more than 100 persons had gathered 
andd many even had to wait outside, was as it had been before in AECO's peak times of 
mobilization.. During the book presentation, the invited speaker from the Peninsula 
confessedd to the public that some of them had feared that both the strategies and the 
weaknessess of the movement would be exposed and that this could have given 'power 
too the enemy'. However, she added that now she was reading the book she found out 
thatt having your true character exposed and it being a source for learning, was 
empoweringg rather than weakening. 

Thee presentations were moments of recovery (from the stress of the loss) for 
manyy and I felt the same radiation of inspiration among those present that had made me 
soo curious during the party in Puerto Jimenez four and a half years earlier. I felt that 
withh that event and the reactions to the publication of Guerreros del Golfo Dulce and 
itss content, my identity as an involved and serious environmentalist researcher had also 
beenn rescued . These events of 'coming out' were all planned in the week before I 
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